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Colony brands inc clinton

A great place to earn good money in a short period of timeClimatics control the warehouse, reception and distribution of products for our family catalogs. Flexible planning, very liberal leave (unpaid) Feburary-September. The peak season of October-January is very busy and there are incentives for attendance and productivity. Good crew to do. Was this review helpful? Great
management and taking care of their customersIs a great place to work great wages, bonuses that respect, help and support their EMP have good training and you will learn at work. I would like to work there full timeWork at home good bonuses, benefits, salary, great support for employees, some up training for some employees to stayWas this review helpful? I would advise
receiving approximately 20 hours a week after a peak that has developed into 3 hours or no hours per week. Enjoy the customer service part, even win your bonus dollars, but in order to use it, you need to open a credit plan. I also question some business practices.10 minute breaks, outdated systems, lack of chat function, so no connection with other employeesWas this review
helpful? Very happy to work here a little over a year. My only complaint is a short break but you can ask for a lunch break. The managers are great as are the senior management. I feel very blessed to work for the company. Was this review helpful? Some good days motivated me to do betterLarge work recruiters were useful! Some employees I knew I had a conflict with.a
supervisors because it.i learned to explore my work environment first before I took a job or work duty it was very challenging and I had problems expressing myself at work and at home as challenging. Working in a colony of brands with others.i really don't have the moral support needed in my daily life conditions with family friends my environment I assumed would be different at
working on colony brands it was kept to a minimum and was dealt with nevgitively I feel that work should offer and had more benefits from myself and employees like me that's hard work. And maybe. Real if the work offers more benefits for its seasonal workers. Met or saw people I knewShort breaks, and mangement supervisors had more than worked for me or either expressed
racial discrimination. Was this review helpful? Work from home positions availableWork is ok, but the volume of the call is a little bossy. Higher ups don't always get back with you when you call or email. Feel a little lost a lot of timeDyoute salary and short trainingWas this review useful? I've never behaved so badly! I've never been properly trained! I didn't even know who my boss
was! It was like I was there just a body to get things packed and go home (no nice work for the good things you've done for the company) I would never recommend anyone to work there! It was the worst experience! Was this review helpful? Very MicroManaged hires to work from home, but also pay to pay on your every move and if you want to be extra careful turn off the cameras
because they could look at your face expressions and write you off for them. I was promoted during training and got bad points for being following along and got a very angry manager on the phone, the coach goes super fast and she doesn't really seem to care much except for the more vocal people who portray false confidence. It's a very carrot stick but smaller than other places
so they won't sue you for taking too much time in the bathroom. They will definitely lose all confidence in themselves and hate your life and yourself and hate the people around you. I'm not sure why all customers call even more angry at us calling agents. Maybe there's something we should be aware of as call agents, why they're angry with the company. If you really want to keep
your face, please run away from this position and find something more relaxed, customers are angry, coaches are angry no one is happy at all. If you have any mental health problems, this work will make them ten times worse, so beware. highly monitored, high anxiety environment, you get many panic attacks at work, you can die of a heart attack at workWas this review helpful?
Great place for overall work! This company has been great for working with so far. Everyone is super welcoming and helps whenever needed. Sometimes communication may be delayed. We highly recommend this company, especially for additional financial support during the holidays. Work from home, flexibilityWas this review useful? Is indeed your favorite place to learn about
companies? The management team very personal, fun people work with overall, but supervision is very hit or miss depending on your department. Communication is also not always great. Getting into the right training in any field was like tearing teeth, we'd have to train recruits, even if we're unqualified to do it. Good salary but great only for temporary/seasonal work, not a steady
job as you never know when you will be laid off next time. Pay, very flexible working hours, fun coworkersTiring work for minimal breaks, little or no proper trainingWas this review useful? Decent place to work, nice people, but... There is usually a lot of work when there is work, but it is seasonal work. If your not one of the main crew you wont get full hours after Christmas.
November to December is almost 40 hours a week, drops a little in January and then half in February, then March a quarter of an hour. April then until next November, the clock is low and spread out. I liked what people had. I've almost always been treated well. Nice people, trays for snacks in the past for Christmas.breaks are short but paid. For most workers, this is not a full-time
job. Was this review helpful? Work-life balanceSuch you a 40-hour week. Through training, you get guaranteed hours. The first week after training you plan 6 or 7 hours without lunch and 3 10 Breaks. They They you can turn off on the day of the week and the day you work only 2 hours. My first week, I'm looking for another job. How do you expect to live on it? Pay &amp; benefits
Work is great, the coach I had was excellent! There is a helpline that you can call after training if you get stuck, great feature. Everyone is very attentive. But from other reviews I've read, after the holidays you'll be reduced to 2 hours a week. Job security and promotionSou have career growth if you can advance to another area csr rep. ManagementVery attentive and good
peopleSou move the best you can do! Pay attention to your scorecard, which will show you your talk time, hold time, and length of af calls that take a percentage from. Expect to make a 5 minute call to order. It is emphasized in the training that you drive the call to avoid a lot of chit chat with the customer. Was this review helpful? The training was too condensed and too fast. I was
told I didn't have to remember it all, but that wasn't true. I've studied, and many times they do well filling screens, but they keep locking up and putting me back. Its good training if you already know how to work with systems and are familiar with the work. I was told it was entry level. No, it's not entry level. It takes 4 screens to log on to, ridiculous. An easy way to stress and make
employees make mistakes: Too much in too little time to really remember and learn, even with their knowledge center. The company said they are about empowerment, but where is their open door policies, communications, and ADA guidelines. They're back in the day with these things. The company these days without open door policy and ethics control service is not the best to
work with. I didn't feel empowered: I felt rushed and banged my head against the wall trying to remember all the materials in such a short time. It's not entry level. Possible information to get scam for personal information without intending to really rent after training. work at home, some funny intros at firstIt too much just sign up, too condensed training, some dishonesty, and are
not strengthening in my opinion. Was this review helpful? Terrible place, don't work hereI've been working here for over a year and things really just went sour when I was hired on Shared Services basically if you get promoted to the Swiss side you lose all control. I was constantly emotionally abused by my superiors, and the management did nothing about it. I have suffered from
mental health damage and I highly recommend you stray far from Colony Brands because they don't care about their employees at all, from 365 days I get 4 days of excused sick leave, no vacation, no CTU and no benefits. They care about nothing but money and time, that's all. They don't care at all and I would never recommend this place to anyone, you can find something
better. Was this review helpful? I worked there for 18 years!!! I worked my way up to Sr. Supervisor! My boss was very and understanding, but as a whole the company has gone downhill very badly since I started in 2001!! I would not recommend working there!! Was this review helpful? Good salary and benefits of bearable workYeas pay. Workload is difficult to get used to right
away. Someone doesn't tell you everything in the bakery, so you have to think of something or ask for help. The full-time benefits are great. Was this review helpful? Very flexible. Good training. This is a high-pressure job. Calls come in 24/7. I wish the salary was higher and the benefits were offered to part-time employees. In addition, it's a great place to work if you need to be
remote. Was this review helpful? These people really care about the staff among many many motivational programs and friendly senior management, is this a wonderful place to workWas this review helpful? If you can handle customer service, work with your computer correctly and pleasantly answer the phone, then you will do well. But working here is so much more than that.
You'll grow up and become part of the family. From training to management. These guys are doing whatever it takes to be there for all their people. They drive you to success and share in the excitement when you reach your goals. You won't find it anywhere else. Was this review helpful? Useful?
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